Abstract. This paper provides an overview of the HLRADIA shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) broadband radiation schemes used in the HIRLAM numerical weather prediction (NWP) model and available in the HARMONIE-AROME mesoscale NWP model. The advantage of broadband, over spectral, schemes is that they can be called more frequently within the model, without compromising on computational efficiency. In mesoscale models fast interactions between clouds and radiation and the surface and radiation can be of greater importance than accounting for the spectral details of clear-sky radiation; thus calling the routines more frequently can be of greater benefit than the deterioration due to loss of spectral details. Fast but physically based radiation parametrizations are expected to be valuable for high-resolution ensemble forecasting, because as well as the speed of their execution, they may provide realistic physical perturbations.
Introduction
The radiation parametrizations in a numerical weather prediction (NWP) model serve two purposes. First, they are needed to estimate the radiative heating in the atmosphere due to the vertical divergence of the net longwave (LW, terrestrial) and net shortwave (SW, solar) radiation fluxes. The radiative heating is a source term in the thermodynamics equation in the model and influences the development of atmospheric temperatures and for example the evolution of clouds. Secondly, the radiation parametrizations provide the model with the downward (LWDS, SWDS) and upward (LWUS, SWUS) LW and SW radiation fluxes at the surface, which are part of the surface energy balance and a lower boundary condition for the calculation of atmospheric radiation transfer. NWP models can be validated by comparing forecast surface radiation fluxes to surface observations and forecasts of upward LW and SW fluxes (LWUT and SWUT) at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) to fluxes measured by satellites. Solar radiation (SWDS) forecasts by NWP models are of increasingly greater importance as the role of renewable energy in society grows.
Typically, radiative transfer schemes employed in NWP and climate models are computationally too expensive to be invoked every model time step, or (in some cases) even at every grid column. This potentially compromises the realistic interaction between radiation, cloud and surface processes, and therefore, techniques have been developed for faster radiation calculations to improve the temporal/spatial sampling of the radiation fields (Venema et al., 2007; Manners et al., 2009; Schomburg et al., 2012; Pincus and Stevens, 2013) . Rontu et al. (2016b) hypothesized that in mesoscale models, accounting for the fast cloud-aerosol-radiation interactions and a detailed treatment of surface-radiation interactions could be of greater importance than a detailed treatment of clear-sky radiation. For this, the radiation scheme should make optimal use of information about cloud microphysical properties, cloud extent, surface radiation-related properties and aerosol optical properties, that are available in the model. Thus, computationally affordable single spectral interval schemes like HLRADIA (Savijärvi, 1990) , documented in this study, and ACRANEB v.2 Geleyn et al., 2017 , hereafter denoted as ACRANEB), which can be run at high temporal and spatial resolutions at the expense of high spectral resolution, could be more suitable for mesoscale weather models than schemes developed for the purpose of large-scale, long-range forecasting systems (e.g. the IFS radiation scheme (ECMWF, 2015) , denoted hereafter as IFSRADIA).
Future mesoscale numerical weather prediction will increasingly be devoted to very high resolution modelling and rapid updates due to the need for forecasting at short time scales. In view of predictability challenges at high resolution, it is desirable to apply probabilistic methods, ensemble forecasting, even at short ranges. The short-range ensembles must be capable of fast execution. Hence, fast but physically based radiation schemes are desirable. On the other hand, the application of various radiation schemes may provide ensembles with realistic physics perturbations.
A pioneering study by Savijärvi (1990) suggested a fast radiation scheme for mesoscale NWP models in which the radiative transfer was heavily parametrized in order to make the scheme very fast for short-range, limited-area NWP use. This was achieved using one vertical loop for the LW and SW spectral intervals. The scheme, hereafter denoted as HLRA-DIA, was implemented in the High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM, Unden et al., 2002) and has been used for operational weather prediction since 1994 (Eerola, 2013) , when it replaced the original simple radiation scheme in HIRLAM. Replacing the radiation scheme solved a persistent issue where the surface layer was too cold and humid.
Several improvements have been made to HLRADIA compared to the scheme suggested by Savijärvi (1990) . Sass et al. (1994) provided basic documentation on the scheme as implemented in the reference HIRLAM model. They also introduced a scheme for the computation of LW radiative transfer in clouds. Räisänen et al. (2000a, b) revised the parametrization of gaseous LW emissivities and stratospheric SW heating due to absorption by O 3 . Following these revisions, the scheme was implemented in the Rossby Centre regional climate model (RCA, Rummukainen et al., 2001) . Wyser et al. (1999) improved the treatment of cloud-radiation interactions by introducing a cloud particle effective radius (r e ) in the SW and LW parametrizations. Senkova et al. (2007) suggested a parametrization of orographic effects on radiation to account for slope effects over mountainous areas. Minor modifications were also done to HLRADIA to improve LW radiative transfer in the atmospheric boundary layer but these were not documented in scientific literature.
HLRADIA has been recently implemented (Nielsen et al., 2014) in the HARMONIE-AROME NWP model 1 for test purposes initially. By default, an older version of IFSRADIA (based on cycle 25R, ECMWF, 2015, Sect. 2.2) is applied in this model. Preliminary tests indicate that HLRADIA run at each time-step (every minute) in HARMONIE has the same computational cost as IFSRADIA running at every fifteenth time step (four times in an hour with the 1 min time step used when model's horizontal/vertical resolution is 2.5 km/65 levels). Within this framework, a new parametrization of aerosol 1 The ALADIN-HIRLAM numerical weather prediction (NWP) system is used for operational weather forecasting by 26 national meteorological services in Europe and North Africa which form the HIRLAM (http://hirlam.org) and ALADIN (http://www. cnrm-game-meteo.fr/aladin/) consortia. The acronym HARMONIE (HIRLAM ALADIN Regional Mesoscale Operational NWP in Europe) denotes the specific configuration of the ALADIN-HIRLAM system maintained by the HIRLAM consortium. The dynamical core and physical parametrizations of HARMONIE-AROME (Bengtsson et al., 2017) are based on AROME, the high-resolution limited area model developed at Meteo-France (Seity et al., 2011). radiative transfer was incorporated in HLRADIA . The aerosol parametrizations were originally developed for Enviro-HIRLAM, where another version of HLRADIA is applied. Enviro-HIRLAM, the EnvironmentHIgh Resolution Limited Area Model, is a fully online integrated numerical weather prediction and atmospheric chemical transport model (Baklanov et al., 2017) . The orographic radiation parametrizations developed for the HIRLAM NWP model have been prepared for use by any atmospheric radiation scheme available in HARMONIE-AROME (Rontu et al., 2016a) . The version of HLRADIA available in the HARMONIE-AROME system (i.e. the most up-to-date version of the scheme) is documented in the present study.
Aspects of HLRADIA have been validated in each of the aforementioned studies. Single-column and stand-alone comparisons against detailed radiation transfer calculations and dedicated observations have been performed as well as sensitivity studies and three-dimensional (3-D) modelobservation intercomparisons. Nielsen et al. (2014) pointed out that biases in radiation fluxes predicted by an NWP model can be due to factors other than the atmospheric radiative transfer calculations. Incorrect input to these calculations, such as inaccurate cloudiness, poorly known cloud and surface properties or unaccounted interactions between simulated processes in the model can also lead to errors. To focus on radiative transfer, it is necessary to test against reference radiative transfer models using the same, uniquely defined, input. In the present study, HLRADIA was tested using the single-column framework of Continual Intercomparison of Radiation Codes (CIRC, Oreopoulos et al., 2012) .
Validation of radiation output from a 3-D NWP model using radiation observations is useful for understanding the behaviour of the radiation parametrizations in an environment where they interact with all other physical processes in the model. Kangas et al. (2016) compared surface radiation fluxes from the IFSRADIA, ACRANEB and HLRADIA radiation schemes within HARMONIE-AROME to observations at Sodankylä (Northern Finland) for spring 2014. The authors found that HLRADIA tends to overestimate LWDS fluxes when the clouds are optically thick. This evaluation is continued in the present study which includes results from a ten-year comparison between surface radiation observations and FMI operational HIRLAM forecasts for Sodankylä and Jokioinen (Southern Finland), see Fig. 4 for the station locations.
In the present study, we have documented the HLRADIA scheme available in the HARMONIE-AROME system. Such a documentation is necessary for further studies, where the three radiation schemes in HARMONIE-AROME will be systematically compared in 3-D forecast experiments. Such comparisons should allow us to confirm or reject the hypothesis that a more frequent call of the simple radiation schemes is beneficial for mesoscale forecast, because it allows the fast interactions between radiation transfer and clouds and between radiation and the surface to be taken into account.
To partially address this question in the present study, we have included a preliminary example of 3-D HARMONIE-AROME experiments for a convective case study over China.
The paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 summarises the preparation of input variables for the radiative transfer calculations. Section 3 documents the SW and LW HLRADIA atmospheric radiation parametrizations separately for clear and cloudy sky cases and describes how surface-radiation interactions are handled. The results from CIRC comparisons, a ten-year observational evaluation of HLRADIA and a convective case study are detailed in Sect. 4. A summary and outlook are given in Sect. 5.
HLRADIA input variables
Atmospheric gas composition, aerosol concentration and cloud properties are needed as input at each time-step in every grid cell of the 3-D model for the calculation of radiative transfer. The radiative properties of the surface (i.e. surface temperature, albedo and emissivity) are also required. Information on subgrid-scale variability of surface elevation is used for the calculation of orographic effects on radiation.
The 3-D real-time distribution of water vapour content is available as a prognostic variable in HARMONIE-AROME. The atmospheric constituents ozone (O 3 ), oxygen (O 2 ) and carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) are assumed to be constant in time and space and thus their impact on SW irradiance is also assumed constant. By default, the total column O 3 assumed in the SW calculations is fixed at 0.35 cm = 350 DU. The CO 2 concentration used in the LW calculations is also represented by a constant value (353 ppmv is used by default in the present operational HIRLAM, while the current measured value is around 400 ppmv. Updating the value would result in an increase in LWDS of ca. 1 W m −2 ). The LW and SW absorption by O 2 and O 3 and the near-infrared absorption by CO 2 are accounted for implicitly in the parametrization equations, see Sect. 3.1.1.
The forecast model provides average cloud liquid q liq and ice water q ice content (kg kg −1 ) for each grid cell for use in the parametrization of radiative transfer in clouds. 3-D diagnostic fractional cloud cover, also available in the model, is then used to derive the in-cloud liquid (q liq ) and ice water (q ice ) content from the grid cell averages. The size of the cloud particles is diagnosed using empirical formulas. The effective radius r e,liq of the liquid droplets is based on the liquid water content and the assumed-constant number concentration of these droplets in continental and marine clouds (Martin et al., 1994; Wyser et al., 1999) . The equivalent radius r e,ice of the cloud ice crystals is derived from prognostic temperature and ice water content (Sun and Rikus, 1999; Sun, 2001; Wyser et al., 1999) . The shape of the ice crystals is implicitly accounted for when calculating the ice crystal equivalent radius (default shape is hexagonal). Following the example of IFSRADIA (based on the approach of Tiedtke, 1996) , the in-cloud condensate content (q liq + q ice ) in the HIRLAM reference version of HLRADIA is reduced by 20 % after the calculation of the effective particle size, to roughly account for the effects of cloud inhomogeneity. However, in the HARMONIE-AROME version, all clouds are assumed to be homogeneous in both the SW and LW calculations (Nielsen et al., 2014) .
In the new parametrization of aerosol radiative transfer available in the HARMONIE-AROME version of HLRA-DIA, aerosol inherent optical properties (IOPs: optical depth (AOD), single-scattering albedo (SSA) and asymmetry factor (g)) are estimated based on the GADS/OPAC aerosols in Koepke et al. (1997) . The following species are included: soot, mineral dust (nucleation, accumulation, coarse and transported modes), sulphuric acid, sea salt (accumulation and coarse modes), water soluble and water insoluble aerosols. The aerosol types available in HARMONIE-AROME and used by the default IFSRADIA, are mapped to GADS/OPAC species in accordance with IFS documention (ECMWF, 2015, chap. 11) . For use by HLRADIA, the IOPs are averaged over the entire SW spectrum using prescribed spectral weightings, calculated using the libRadtran/DISORT software package (Mayer and Kylling, 2005; Stamnes et al., 1988 Stamnes et al., , 2000 , at a height of 2 km and a solar zenith angle (SZA) of 45 • for a cloud-free standard midlatitude summer atmosphere (Anderson et al., 1986) . The vertical distribution of aerosol species is prescribed using the same exponential profiles as applied in IFSRADIA (also in ECMWF, 2015, chap. 11).
The broadband surface albedo (α) and emissivity ( ) depend on the properties of the underlying surface (e.g. vegetation, desert, water, ice, snow among other types) at each grid point. These are determined using the ECOCLIMAP database , surface analysis and surface parametrizations in HARMONIE-AROME. At each timestep LWUS is determined using the grid-average skin temperature and the emissivity (over the different surfaces within the grid cell) derived from the prognostic surface temperature available from the surface parametrizations (SURFEX, Masson et al., 2016) . The subgrid-scale variables required for the orographic radiation parametrizations include: slopes and their directions, the local horizon in different directions and a sky view factor as detailed in Senkova et al. (2007) and Rontu et al. (2016a) .
Parametrization of radiative transfer
Downwelling SW and LW radiation fluxes at the surface (SWDS, LWDS) and the profiles of the temperature tendency due to SW and LW irradiances are the primary outputs from the HLRADIA scheme. Net SW and LW fluxes at each model level, including the uppermost level representing the TOA, are derived from the parametrized temperature tendencies (Savijärvi, 1990) . Note that this is in contrast to the usual method of parametrizing the fluxes and deriving the heating rates (temperature tendencies) from the net fluxes. Direct and diffuse SW downwelling fluxes at the surface are estimated diagnostically. Cloudy and clear-sky contributions to the SW and LW fluxes are treated separately and the corresponding surface fluxes are available as model output.
Single-interval SW radiation scheme
The temperature tendency due to the absorption of SW radiation is formulated as a sum of absorption in clear and cloudy air. In the following sections, the clear and cloudy parametrizations are described separately.
Clear-sky transmission
Global clear-sky SW flux, SWDS clear , at the surface as given by Eq. (1) is parametrized following the original suggestion by Savijärvi (1990) but the coefficients were retuned as outlined in Gleeson et al. (2015) : Savijärvi (1990) to account for aerosol absorption and scattering, respectively, in an approximate manner. The righthandside (RHS) terms of Eq. (1) are related to: (1) the absorption of SW radiation by O 3 , (2) the absorption of SW radiation by water vapour, CO 2 and O 2 (i.e. the term proportional to u which is the dominant term in Eq. 1), (3) Rayleigh scattering of the incoming beam and (4) backscattering of reflected radiation from the atmosphere to the surface. The aerosol coefficients a s and a a in Eq. (1) are set to unity when the new parametrizations of the direct and semi-direct effects of aerosols are utilised . The clear-sky SW temperature tendency at each model level is computed from
where g is the gravitational acceleration and c p is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure. p denotes pressure and Y is an empirical function which depends on the water vapour paths experienced by the slant direct (u) and reflected (u * ) beams (Savijärvi, 1990; Sass et al., 1994) . The first term represents the parametrized water vapour absorption, f O 3 is the absorption of SW flux by stratospheric O 3 , parametrized using a prescribed O 3 distribution according to Räisänen et al. (2000a) , and the last term accounts for the absorption of SW flux by CO 2 , O 2 and tropospheric O 3 .
Cloud transmission
The SW transmission and absorption are calculated level by level from the cloud top towards the surface. Equation (1), scaled by the pressure at the cloud top (instead of p s ) and using a parametrized cloud top albedo (instead of the surface albedo), is used to represent the incoming SWD at the top of the uppermost cloud layer. The SW radiation flux transmitted through clouds is calculated using cloud SW absorptivity (Â) and transmissivity (T ) broadband functions (Eq. 3), which are derived from fits to a two-stream five-band radiative transfer model as outlined in Savijärvi et al. (1997) and Hu and Stamnes (1993 
whereT 1 = b 13 (b 14 + cos θ ), b 10 = b 10are + b 10b and b 13 = b 13are + b 13b 2 and p denotes pressure used in vertical integration. In each column, the fractional cloud cover at a particular model level fr cloud (p ) is scaled by the maximum cloud cover above it (fr cloud,max ) when calculating the vertically integrated cloud condensate contentM. The vertically integrated effective radiusr e is determined by weighting the liquid and ice effective radiuses of each layer by the corresponding cloud fraction and the in-cloud liquid and ice contents above the level under consideration: 
Diagnosis of the direct and diffuse SW radiation at the surface
Direct and diffuse SW fluxes at the surface are diagnosed from the downwelling clear and cloudy sky fluxes. Diffuse SWDS consists of the flux (1) scattered by atmospheric gases and aerosol particles, (2) transmitted through clouds and (3) reflected by the surface and rescattered towards the surface multiple times.
In the HIRLAM reference version of HLRADIA, all SWD transmitted through clouds is considered to be diffuse. Clearsky diffuse radiation SWDS dif,clear is approximated by a simple empirical formula based on Paltridge and Platt (1976) :
where h = (π/2 − θ) is the solar elevation angle in radians. Direct radiation at the surface (SWDS dir ) is obtained as a difference between the global clear-sky radiation (SWDS clear , Eq. 1) and the sum of diffuse radiation from the cloudy and clear sky parts.
In the HARMONIE-AROME version of HLRADIA, direct and diffuse radiation are diagnosed both for the clear and cloudy parts of each gridbox, taking into account scattering by air molecules, aerosols and cloud particles. The transmittance of delta-scaled direct solar irradiance though clouds is also accounted for. Further testing of these parametrizations is ongoing and the results will be reported in future publications.
Single-interval LW radiation scheme
In terms of LW radiative transfer each atmospheric layer interacts with all other clear and/or cloudy-sky layers. However, in HLRADIA, these interactions are greatly simplified and include only the following: (1) cooling to space, (2) the interaction between the layer in question and the surface and (3) the interactions between the layer in question with the vertically integrated cloud layers above and below that layer. This means that the energy exchange between clear-air atmospheric layers is neglected and that between clear and cloudy layers is treated in a simplified manner. LWDS below the cloud base is the sum of contributions from the clear sky and cloud-covered parts.
Clear-sky parametrizations
The LW clear sky parametrization uses a broadband emissivity scheme where an isothermal approximation is assumed locally. The LW transmission follows that of Räisänen et al. (2000a) . 3 Total water vapour emissivity ( H 2 O ) is defined as a sum of water vapour line ( line ) and continuum ( cont ) absorption. The total emissivity of atmospheric gases is obtained by combining H 2 O with CO 2 ( CO 2 ) absorption,
where a and b account for the non-random spectral overlap between the corresponding components. Empirical expressions for the emissivities, which depend on specific gas concentrations, pressure and temperature (effective path lengths) and the functions a and b, were derived by Räisänen et al. (2000a) , see the Supplement. The equation for clear-sky LWDS is thus given as:
where B(T p ) is the blackbody radiation at pressure p (with temperature T p ). c sur1 = 8-20 W m −2 represents the effect of additional greenhouse gases (O 3 , CH 4 , N 2 O, the CFCs) and aerosols. The value of c sur1 is enhanced by up to 1.6 times when the lowest model layer is dry ( H 2 O is small). In practice, this term has been used as a tuning factor in order to improve the simulated surface energy balance in HIRLAM. The temperature tendency (K s −1 ) due to LW radiation is given by
where η denotes the pressure-based hybrid vertical coordinate used in HIRLAM and HARMONIE ([0,1], η ≈ p/p s ). The RHS terms are related to gaseous absorption above the layer in question [0,p] (first term: "cooling to space"), to gaseous absorption between the layer and the surface [p,p s ] (second term: "heating from the ground") and a correction for other gases and aerosols (third term).
To avoid overestimating the "heating from the ground" in the lowermost layer (layer nlev), the computation of the second term is modified in that layer. Because the ground interacts more efficiently with the lower than upper parts of the lowermost layer, the difference T s −T p,nlev is reduced empirically by multiplying it by 2/3. This semi-empirical approximation is based on the assumption of a logarithmic temperature profile in the lowest half-layer with a roughness length of a few centimetres.
Cloud emission and absorption
According to Wyser et al. (1999) , the cloud effective emissivity (also denoted as the effective cloud cover) for each layer is given as
where fr cloud ([0,1] ) is the fractional cloud cover and M liq and M ice are given in units of g m −2 . The cloud mass absorption coefficients k a,x depend on the effective radius,
where the index x refers to cloud liquid droplets or cloud ice crystals 4 . The computation of the LW heating or cooling rate in a layer is split into four parts (Sass et al., 1994) , which contribute to the total temperature tendency. The scheme applies a maximum cloud overlap assumption. There are contributions from: (1) the clear air part of the gridbox over which there are no clouds, (2) the clear air part with clouds overhead, (3) the cloudy part over which there are no clouds and (4) the cloudy part with clouds overhead. The maximum effective cloud cover above and below each layer is determined and used for the calculation of the total cloud emissivity in both the upward and downward directions.
Aerosol radiative transfer
Originally, the aerosol SW effects were treated by the coefficients a a a s (Eq. 1) and aerosol LW absorption was included via the (tunable) extra terms in Eqs. (7) and (8), which account for the impact of "the other gases" and aerosols. In the new parametrization of aerosol radiative transfer, available in the HARMONIE-AROME version of HLRADIA, aerosol transmittance, reflectance and absorptance are calculated using the two-stream approximation equations for anisotropic non-conservative scattering described by Thomas et al. (2002) . The radiative temperature tendency due to aerosol absorption is calculated at each model level starting from the top. Different parametrizations are applied for the cloudy and clear sky fractions: (1) above the uppermost cloud top (clear), (2) from this to the lowermost cloud bottom (cloudy) and (3) below the clouds (clear). Improvement of the aerosol LW transfer parametrization for HLRA-DIA is ongoing. Note that in the present study the new aerosol parametrizations were applied only for the case study (Sect. 4.3) because the aerosols were excluded in the singlecolumn comparisons (Sect. 4.1) and the old formulations are used in operational HIRLAM NWP model (Sect. 4.2).
Surface-radiation interactions
Spectral surface albedos for the six SW bands of IFSRA-DIA are calculated based on data in the UV, visible and nearinfrared intervals provided by SURFEX. For HLRADIA, a basic (diffuse flux) broadband albedo (α dif ) is determined from these using the same spectral weightings as applied in the aerosol parametrizations (Sect. 2), computed from the spectral distribution of downwelling solar flux at the height of 2 km for the standard midlatitude summer atmosphere, assuming a SZA of 45 • . An empirical correction term which depends on SZA is added to obtain the direct beam albedo (α dir ) as follows:
A description of the orographic radiation parametrizations is not presented here but can be found in Senkova et al. (2007) , Wastl et al. (2015) and Rontu et al. (2016a) .
Evaluation
In this section HLRADIA is evaluated in the CIRC single column framework for a range of benchmark cases (Sect. 4.1) and separately in the HIRLAM 3-D reference model v.7.4, applied operationally at the Finnish Meteorological Institute (Sect. 4.2). A 3-D sensitivity experiment, involving IFSRA-DIA, HLRADIA and ACRANEB is reported in Sect. 4.3.
CIRC
Continual Intercomparison of Radiation Codes (CIRC, Oreopoulos et al., 2012) benchmark cases were used to evaluate the HLRADIA radiation scheme; a standalone version was built for this purpose. Outputs were compared to those from a line-by-line (LBL) model (LBLRTM for LW and LBLRTM/CHARTS for SW, Clough et al., 2005) except for atmospheric profiles of net SW fluxes and SW heating rates which are unavailable. Results from a narrowband reference used for the development of ACRANEB Geleyn et al., 2017) , hereafter referred to as NBM, are also included in the comparisons. In addition to the spectral resolution of the computations, the LBL and NBM references differ mainly with respect to angular resolution: LBL uses 16 streams for SW (0.2-12.2 µm) and 6 streams for LW (3-1000 µm) irradiance computations while NBM uses a deltatwo-stream approximation in the SW (0.245-4.642 µm) and LW (4.642-105 µm) wavelength ranges.
CIRC cases
Nine CIRC Phase 1 subcases were used in the comparisons presented here; these are summarised in Table 1 which provides details on precipitable water vapour (PWV), liquid water path (LWP), the average cloud liquid effective radius (r e ), cloud levels, surface albedo, SZA, CO 2 and location. The CIRC Phase 1 benchmark cases were built around observations by the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements programme (ARM, 2016) and represent atmospheric conditions that are not overly complex. The subcases are idealised forms of these benchmark cases. Figure 1 shows the input temperature and humidity profiles for each case. Note that case 2 is particularly warm and humid while cases 4 and 5 represent cold and dry conditions in Alaska.
All but two of the CIRC subcases presented here represent clear sky aerosol-free conditions. The two exceptions are subcases 6b and 7a which involve a thick and a moderately thin liquid cloud respectively; in each case the cloud occupies adjacent model levels covering the depth given in Table 1 . The vertical distributions of the specific cloud liquid water content and cloud droplet effective radius were prescribed for these cases. In each cloudy case the fractional cloud cover for the cloud-containing levels was considered to be 100 %.
CIRC results
For each CIRC subcase we have compared the SWDS, LWDS, LWUT and SWUT fluxes from HLRADIA and NBM to LBL output (Table 2) . Net LW radiation flux profiles and LW heating rate profiles were compared to LBL output and are shown for selected cases in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. For the CIRC cases, net SW radiation fluxes and heating rate profiles from LBL are not available for use as a reference. However, assumptions related to cloud microphysical and optical properties in NBM make it unsuitable for use as a reference for SW comparisons. For these reasons, the comparison of SW fluxes and heating rates in the atmosphere is left for a further study.
The clear-sky SW flux errors for HLRADIA relative to the LBL model are small but systematic (Table 2) . SWDS is overestimated by 6-8 W m −2 and SWUT by 7-19 W m −2 (the SWUT error is largest in the Arctic cases 4 and 5). This indicates that atmospheric SW absorption is systematically underestimated by HLRADIA. Such underestimation is related to Eq. (2), which involves several empirical approximations which may need to be improved. SWDS is also overestimated by NBM relative to LBL but the bias in SWUT is small. In the cloudy cases the absolute value of the SWDS bias is greater than in the clear cases, 10 and −18 W m −2 for HLRADIA, −23 and 20 W m −2 for NBM for cases 6b and 7a respectively. For these cases, HLRADIA overestimates SWUT by 18 and 15 W m −2 and NBM overestimates it by even more, 37 and 25 W m −2 . The cloudy case results are sensitive to the way in which the cloud liquid droplet size, represented by r e , is treated (not shown). Such uncertainties of the SW transmission, related to the definitions of cloud optical properties in HLRADIA and NBM, require further study.
In each clear-sky case, the HLRADIA LWDS is within 7 W m −2 of the LBL results, but the bias is positive for the warm cases (1b, 2b, 3b and 7b) and negative for the colder cases (4b, 5b, 6b) . This suggests that the constant c sur1 (Eq. 7) should in fact not be constant but instead larger for cold/dry conditions than for warm/moist conditions. The biases are small and positive for the two cloudy subcases. Here the result was improved because c sur1 was set to zero below the clouds. The biases in LWDS for NBM relative to LBL are small and positive for all cases (< 9 W m −2 ). The biases for LWUT for NBM are small and negative in all cases (> −8 W m −2 ) while the biases for HLRADIA are positive for the clear-sky subcases (4-7 W m −2 ) and larger and negative for the cloudy cases (< − 20 W m −2 ). Thus, HLRADIA strongly overestimates the cloud radiative effect (i.e. underestimates the radiative cooling of the cloudy atmosphere to space) compared to the LBL results. This is also indicated by the difference in LWUT between cases 6b and 6d, 7a and 7b. For HLRADIA these differences are 39 and 33 W m −2 , respectively, but only 6 Wm −2 in each case for LBL and 9 and 7 W m −2 for NBM. In terms of the atmospheric LW budget, which is defined as positive when the atmosphere as a whole gains energy, the bias in HLRADIA with respect to LBL is −11-2 W m −2 for the clear cases and 20-24 W m −2 for the cloudy cases compared to the LBL results. Thus, according to HLRADIA the atmosphere looses less energy due to the LW cooling than according to the LBL results. For NBM, the corresponding differences are −3 to 1 and −3 to 6 W m −2 , for the clear and cloudy cases, respectively.
For the clear sky cases, e.g. case 2b ( Fig. 2a and b ), the net model-level LW fluxes computed by HLRADIA and NBM mostly agree with the LBL fluxes to within 10 W m −2 . The results for the remaining cases (1b, 3b, 4b, 5b, 6d, 7b) are similar (not shown). For the cloudy cases (6b, Fig. 2c and d,  7a , Fig. 2e and f) , the bias for HLRADIA relative to LBL is large above the cloud, where it is of the order of 20-40 W m −2 . The bias in NBM relative to LBL is largest at the top of the cloud but then decreases to less than 10 W m −2 .
The HLRADIA bias in LW heating rate relative to LBL output is mostly less than 1 K day −1 for the clear sky cases (Fig. 3a and b) . For the cloudy subcases (Fig. 3c, d , e and f) the HLRADIA LW heating biases increase to mostly 10-15 K day −1 near the cloud top but are small otherwise. In the clear case 2b, NBM shows a negative bias of −4 K day −1 for LW heating close to the surface while for the cloudy cases the underestimation of the cloud-top LW cooling and biases throughout the atmosphere by NBM and HLRADIA vs. LBL are of comparable magnitude. HLRADIA was tested against NBM in a more complicated non-CIRC test case (defined by Geleyn et al., 2017) , which contains two separate (precipitating) cloud layers with ice crystals and liquid droplets. For this case, there were large differences in the net LW flux and heating profiles for HLRADIA compared to NBM close to cloud boundaries and between the clouds. This is most likely due to HLRADIA's simplified treatment of the interactions between the cold and warm, vertically combined cloud decks above and below the level of the calculation. This case requires further study in order to ensure a clean comparison and analysis of factors related to the microphysical and optical properties of precipitating liquid, ice and mixed-phase clouds that are relevant for LW radiative transfer.
Overall, the off-line comparisons indicate that HLRADIA performs quite well for the surface radiative fluxes. However, the atmospheric clear-sky SW absorption is biased low, and rather large errors occur in net LW fluxes in the presence of clouds. The SW fluxes are sensitive to the way the effective size of cloud particles is treated.
Ten-year validation of HIRLAM radiation fluxes
In this section we present a validation of +3 and +6 Fig. 4 . The high-latitude Sodankylä observatory represents a sub-arctic boreal forest environment, while the Southern-Finland Jokioinen observatory is located in a rural environment consisting of agricultural, forest and town areas. The surroundings of both stations are flat. In addition to providing the standard SYNOP and TEMP observations from automatic weather station measurements and aerological soundings, both stations support an extensive observational programme for research, including solar and terrestrial radiation measurements.
In Sodankylä the instruments that provided the measurements used for this study are located on a measurement tower on the elevation of 18 m above an open surface outside the forest (http://litdb.fmi.fi/radiationtower.php). In both locations, the measurements are made at one minute interval. Their quality-controlled hourly averages were obtained from the FMI climate database. Global solar radiation (SWDS) is measured by Kipp&Zonen CM11 pyranometers both in Jokioinen and in Sodankylä. For information about the SWDS measurements at Finnish stations see also Riihelä et al. (2015) . Kipp&Zonen CG4 pyrgeometers are used for the measurement of the upwelling and downwelling components of LW irradiance.
We focus on SWDS and LWDS results only as SWUS and LWUS are related to the description of surface properties rather than to atmospheric radiative transfer. Only cases where the 3 h average SWD TOA ≥ 1 W m −2 are included in the SWDS comparisons. Observed total cloudiness was used for classification of the sky conditions. HLRADIA, used in the reference HIRLAM weather forecast model, which is applied operationally in FMI, has not changed since 2006 (see Table 1 in Eerola, 2013, for model updates) , except that the c sur1 value was increased from 15 to 20 W m −2 when a new surface parametrization scheme was introduced in October 2010, and the orographic radiation parametrizations were added at the same time. The latter do not influence the results at the chosen observation sites which are surrounded by a flat forest and open field landscape. The FMI operational HIRLAM system is run with a grid spacing of 7 km/65 levels in the horizontal/vertical directions.
HLRADIA in HIRLAM differs from the HARMONIE-AROME version described in Sect. 3 and used in the CIRC comparisons (Sect. 4.1) regarding a few details. In HIRLAM, the original aerosol treatment based on coefficients a a = 1.20 and a s = 1.25 in Eq. (1) is used. Cloud ice crystal size r e,ice and shape are parametrized according to Ou and Liu (1995) ; Wyser et al. (1999) . A cloud inhomogeneity correction of 20 % is applied for SW calculations as explained in Sect. 2. Clear-sky diffuse radiation is diagnosed according to Eq. (5), not with the new formulations suggested for HARMONIE-AROME (Sect. 3.2). Surface albedo and emissivity are obtained as described by Unden et al. (2002) .
SWDS
Differences between forecast and observed SWDS irradiance are related to several factors: (1) how well the timedependent atmospheric and surface state (i.e. cloud distribution and microphysical properties, and to a minor extent, aerosol and water vapour content and surface albedo which influences reflections between clouds and the surface) are described in the model, (2) how well the atmospheric radiation parametrizations perform for different atmospheric conditions, (3) how reliable and representative the observed radiation fluxes are, and (4) how good are the validation methods. Observation errors are presumed to be small compared to the overall variance of SWDS (but not necessarily compared to the systematic difference between observations and model output). A typical measurement error in hourly global radiation measurements is of the order of 5 % Riihelä et al., 2015) . When the solar elevation is low, the uncertainty in the measurements is larger. In the case of SWDS, the measurements and the model represent, in principle, the same spatial and time scales. The validation process contains time-averaging, which is done in a similar manner for both the observations and the model output. In the validation presented here, for the selected locations, interpolations are not applied and the validation method may be considered to be reliable. The differences between forecast and observed SWDS are thus most likely related to the uncertainties of the model (1 and 2 above).
The SWDS statistics differ between Jokioinen and Sodankylä: there is an overall positive bias of 20 W m −2 at Jokioinen while for Sodankylä the bias is small and negative (i.e. −1 W m −2 ; Table 3 ). This is also illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. The highest SWDS values are overestimated; smaller values tend to be underestimated. Figure 6 shows a large scatter at all times of the day. The scatter is smaller, especially at Jokioinen, when only clear-sky cases are included but the overestimation remains (not shown).
Cloudy and clear sky cases were classified according to the observed total cloud cover using a clearness index (CSI8), which was defined as CSI8 = 1 − N cl /8. Here "cloudy" means that CSI8 < 0.3 and "clear" implies that CSI8 > 0.7 (or > 0.8 in the solar elevation comparisons, see below), where N cl is the cloudiness in octas. For the cloudy cases a positive bias is observed during each season at both locations, except September-November (SON) and DecemberFebruary (DJF) at Sodankylä (Table 3) . However, for the clear cases the bias is negative at Sodankylä for each season but positive in Jokioinen. The largest clear-sky positive biases at Jokioinen are found in spring (MAM) and summer (JJA). It might be partly related to the increased aerosol load due to dust and pollen, which was not accounted for by HLRADIA.
The correlation between forecasts and observations varies from 0.81 to 0.89 for the cloudy cases and from 0.94 to 0.98 for the clear cases (Table 3 ). The correlations are slightly bet- ter for Jokioinen than Sodankylä. The standard deviation of the error, a measure of the random error, is largest for' the cloudy cases in spring and summer. This is most probably due to inaccurate representation of scattered cloudiness by HIRLAM. The results are qualitatively similar but the numbers differ when other clear sky indexes, based on observed SWDS, are applied for classification (not shown). Because of the difference between observed and simulated cloudiness, the results could be different if the total cloud cover by HIRLAM had been used as the basis for classification.
Comparison between observed and simulated cloud cover is left for a further study because the latter was not available for this study for technical reasons. What is the reason for the negative bias in clear-sky SWDS at Sodankylä and the prevailing positive bias in cloudy-sky SWDS at both locations? Do the HIRLAM (clear-sky) radiation parametrizations underestimate SWDS systematically when the sun is low and overestimate it when the sun is high? Could the difference between the locations be related to real vs. assumed aerosol effects? Are the HIRLAM clouds too transparent because their grid-average cloud condensate content is too small (and additionally reduced by the inhomogeneity assumption) or because the radiative transfer through clouds is inaccurate? Too few (low) clouds or clouds that are too thin might show up as a negative bias in the LWDS validation (but a positive bias prevails there, see Sect. 4.2.2). The comparisons of clear-sky SWDS could be influenced by spurious clouds in the model simulation, which would make the bias slightly more negative and increase the random error. Next we will consider the impact of solar elevation, discuss some problems of observed vs. simulated cloudiness and address shortly the impact of aerosols. Solar elevation is represented by SWD TOA . The overall bias in SWDS relative to observations is negative (−4 %) at Sodankylä and positive (9 %) at Jokioinen when SWD TOA is between 1 and 400 W m −2 (we use this range to define low solar elevation) and all cloudy and clear sky conditions are included. At both locations, more than half of all the data falls into the category of low solar elevation, while at Jokioinen there are more cases with high solar elevation (SWD TOA > 800 W m −2 ). For clear-sky conditions (for this particular comparison defined more strictly by CSI8 > 0.8), the average SWDS estimated from observations/forecasts was 272/286 W m −2 for Jokioinen and 230/222 W m −2 for Sodankylä, i.e. the values are larger and the bias is positive at Jokioinen whereas the values are smaller and the bias is negative at Sodankylä. Table 4 shows that for all categories of SWD TOA > 1 W m −2 , the HIRLAM clear-sky SWDS is smaller than observed at Sodankylä and especially so when the sun is close to the horizon (SWD TOA < 100 W m −2 ). In Jokioinen, the relative bias is slightly negative only in these cases. The lower the elevation, the larger the relative bias and the smaller the correlation between the observations and forecasts. A smaller correlation is expected also because the variation of solar elevation is the main source of SWDS variation. Limiting the range of solar angles in the sample is thus likely to lead to decreasing correlation. The smallest correlation when SWD TOA > 800 W m −2 might also be related to differences in observed and simulated scattered cloudiness during summer daytime conditions. The random error (relative standard deviation of the error) also increases with decreasing solar elevation. A larger relative bias may indicate the increasing inaccuracy with decreasing solar elevation both in the observations and in the model. Hence the clear-sky negative bias depends on solar elevation but is not fully explained by it.
The different biases in clear-sky SWDS (positive for Jokioinen, negative for Sodankylä), could be partly related to different methods of cloud detection. During the period 2006-2016 analyzed here, a shift from visual cloud observations to ceilometer cloud observations occurred at both sites, but earlier in Sodankylä (February 2008) than in Jokioinen (January 2013). Considering the period January 2013-March 2016, when ceilometers were used at both sites, the relative clear-sky bias in Jokioinen was 5.0 % (compared to 4.8 % for the whole period; Table 4 ) and −0.3 % at Sodankylä (compared to −3.4 % for the whole period). The corresponding random errors were 19 % (16.5 %) and 23 % (24.5 %), respectively. Thus, considering the ceilometer era only, the clear-sky SWDS bias is still more positive at Jokioinen than Sodankylä, but the difference is smaller than that for the whole period of observations. Furthermore, the large random errors suggest some cloud contamination in either the HIRLAM forecasts or in observations. In order to detect the possible impact of aerosols, HIRLAM SWDS at Jokioinen was compared to observations for July-August only. In the basic HLRADIA parametrization, the aerosol-related coefficients for SWDS should be a better representation of the typical rural conditions of Jokioinen than those of Sodankylä subarctic nature. During 2010 the aerosol loads were significantly higher than usual in Southern Finland due to Russian forest fires . Under these conditions there should have been more black carbon in the air than assumed by the simple aerosol parametrizations in HLRADIA. However, it was not possible to find a clear indication of an increased positive bias in SWDS for the clear sky cases with low or high solar angles, compared to the other summers (not shown). Arola et al. (2007) showed that during a spring 2006 high aerosol load episode at Jokioinen, the largest aerosol effects were seen at the UV wavelengths and not so much in the visible or near infrared, which dominate the low tropospheric SW irradiance. In summary, the biases in clear-sky SWDS at both locations were more negative at low solar elevation angles. However, overall the biases were more positive at Jokioinen than Sodankylä regardless of cloud-cover. We have not found a conclusive reason for this but in the case of clear-sky SWDS the differences may be due to differences in cloud detection methodologies and might be partly linked to assumptions made about aerosols. The impact of biases in modelled cloudiness should be investigated in the future.
LWDS
Similarly to SWDS, observed and forecast LWDS depend on the state of the atmosphere -mainly on cloud distribution and microphysical properties, temperature, water vapour and, to a lesser extent, aerosol content. Thus, the difference between forecast and observed LWDS is related to the same factors as for SWDS. LWDS measurements contain more sources of uncertainty than measurements of SWDS especially in cold Northern Hemisphere winter conditions. On the other hand, the LWDS flux is more isotropic and does not depend on such factors as solar elevation.
HIRLAM shows a small overall positive bias of 4-5 W m −2 in LWDS at both locations. The bias is positive for each season except DJF at Sodankylä. The contribution of cloudy and clear sky fluxes to the positive bias differs: the clear cases seem to contribute more at Sodankylä while at Jokioinen the cloudy cases are the main source of the bias (Table 5) bias by ca. 3 W m −2 at Sodankylä and by ca. 1 W m −2 at Jokioinen. Both the distribution (Fig. 7) and the scatter plot (Fig. 8 ) indicate that the positive bias is due to the large LWDS values. These might be related to low clouds and/or relatively warm and moist near-surface air, which may occur in HIRLAM more frequently than observed. Evaluating the distribution of LWDS including only clear sky cases observed at Sodankylä shows that the number of the large values is clearly overestimated compared to observations, and the number of small values is underestimated (not shown). Another possibility is that, especially in cases of large LWDS, the radiative transfer is inaccurate in HLRADIA. For example, the additional term c sur1 (Eq. 7) may be tuned to values that are too high in warm, moist conditions and/or under clouds. The increased positive bias in LWDS for warmer or moister conditions is consistent with the findings of Räisänen et al. (2000a) , which show net LW fluxes that are too high in clear-sky comparisons relative to reference results in tropical conditions, and too low in subarctic conditions. In addition, the CIRC LWDS results also indicate this (Table 2 , compare for example the moist and warm experiments 2b and 3b to the dry and cold experiments 4b and 5b).
A MarcoPolo sensitivity example
The sensitivity of the HARMONIE-AROME NWP model results to the choice of radiation scheme and its calling frequency is illustrated by the results of experiments that were run for a domain over China around Shanghai for a convective case at the 30 July 2010. These experiments utilized the HARMONIE-AROME setup prepared for the project "MarcoPolo" . MarcoPolo was an international collaboration project funded by the EU 7th framework programme. The focus of the MarcoPolo project (2014-2017) was on assessments of anthropogenic and natural emissions of gases and aerosols in China. The improved emission inventories were used for improving air quality modelling and weather forecasts at urban and regional scales Figure 9a shows SWDS (global radiation) averaged over 12 h over the domain when HARMONIE-AROME used the default IFSRADIA scheme, run at every time step (1 min). The difference between IFSRADIA run every 15th time step from the one-minute reference (Fig. 9b) shows a shift of the location of the maximum and minimum values, but this does not influence the area averages. A difference in area-averages is also seen when HLRADIA (Fig. 9c) or ACRANEB (Fig. 9d) , called at every time step, are compared to IFSRADIA called at every time step. A map of LWDS showed similar features but the magnitude of maximum differences between the cases was smaller (not shown). Figure 10a and b show the corresponding differences in the accumulated (convective) precipitation due to the IFSRA-DIA calling frequency. Local differences are large but the area averages are not affected unless HLRADIA (Fig. 10c) or ACRANEB (Fig. 10d) are used -then the amount of precipitation decreases. The total cloudiness after 12 h of integration (at 20:00 local time, not shown) also indicated large spatial differences due to the IFSRADIA calling frequency and a decrease in the area-averaged cloudiness for HLRA-DIA and ACRANEB compared to IFSRADIA.
This preliminary case study shows that the HARMONIE-AROME results are quite sensitive to the calling frequency and choice of the radiation parametrizations. Further, more systematic studies are needed to understand the significance of such differences for weather forecasts and to validate the results against observed radiation fluxes and standard meteorological observations.
Conclusions
We have documented and evaluated the latest version of HLRADIA, a broadband radiation transfer scheme for mesoscale NWP models, recently prepared for use in the HARMONIE-AROME NWP system. The scheme was tested against CIRC benchmark cases, and found to perform reasonably accurately in clear-sky SW and LW radiation calculations compared to LBL and NBM results. Furthermore, a 10-year comparison of HIRLAM downwelling SW and LW fluxes provided by the HLRADIA scheme showed that the model performed well compared to surface measurements at two Finnish meteorological stations. Therefore, overall the performance of HLRADIA can be considered sufficiently good, especially considering the simplicity of the scheme. Yet, as detailed below, a number of biases and issues were identified that need attention in future studies.
A systematic underestimation of the clear-sky SW absorption was found in HLRADIA relative to the LBL results for the CIRC intercomparison experiments. This indicates that the equation for SW heating in the atmosphere may need revision. In the cloudy cases, even larger overestimations of SWDS and the outgoing SW flux at the top of atmosphere were detected. The SW results are particularly sensitive to the definition of cloud droplet size. The parametrization of cloud droplet size may lead to biases in downwelling fluxes at the surface and in the net fluxes throughout the atmosphere.
An overestimation of SWDS, especially under cloudy conditions, was indicated also by the 10-year comparison. This suggests that in the reference HIRLAM system the cloud optical thickness has been too large, partly because a too large cloud inhomogeneity correction is applied by default. At low solar angles, the clear-sky SWDS fluxes seem to be underestimated compared to observations. However, the observation errors related to radiation fluxes also increase with decreasing solar elevation. The impact of the treatment of aerosols on SWDS was suspected to be a factor, but this could not be shown using the present statistics. The random error in SWDS was large, especially in spring and summer, presumably due to highly variable scattered cloudiness. Such an error is related to uncertainty both in the observed and simulated cloudiness and cloud properties.
Clear-sky biases in downward LW flux at the surface were positive in the CIRC comparisons, except for the cases where the atmosphere was cold and dry. For the cloudy cases the biases were smaller and positive. However, HLRADIA overestimated the cloud LW radiative effect at the TOA compared to the LBL reference. The net LW fluxes above the cloud were also clearly overestimated. In terms of the LW budget, the atmosphere lost less energy in HLRADIA than in the LBL model. This overestimation was of the same order of magnitude as the maximum underestimation of the SW absorption.
An overestimation of LWDS was also detected in the 10-year comparison, where HIRLAM showed a small overall positive bias of 4-5 W m −2 in LWDS at Jokioinen and Sodankylä. The positive bias was mainly due to large LWDS values, which originate in cloudy and/or warm and humid boundary layer conditions. This bias can be at least partly explained by the use of an empirical correction for greenhouse gases and aerosols which was too large. This had been tuned in order to improve the surface energy balance simulated by HIRLAM in cold, dry conditions. Simplifications to the interactions between atmospheric layers and a possibly overestimated cloud emissivity are sources of uncertainty in HLRADIA LW fluxes in cloudy cases.
This study raised a few development tasks needed for preparation of the HLRADIA for use in the HARMONIE-AROME system: -The empirical correction term for LWDS fluxes should be optimised to suit both cold/dry and warm/humid conditions under clear and cloudy sky conditions. The constant value used to represent the CO 2 concentration should be updated to 400 ppmv.
-Experiments to improve the diagnostics of direct/diffuse SW flux formulations in clear-sky and cloudy-sky cases, as well as development and testing of aerosol LW and SW transmission, are required. The impact of aerosols on the observed and simulated SWDS and LWDS needs to be studied by performing experiments using carefully selected clear-sky cases.
-Testing of the simulated SW and LW fluxes and atmospheric heating rates against well-defined reference results for clear-sky and realistic cloud conditions should be continued using a diagnostic single-column modelling framework. Special attention needs to be paid to the analysis of factors relating to cloud microphysical and optical properties. The scheme for HLRADIA LW radiative transfer should probably be improved for complex cloudy conditions where multiple cloud layers of different temperatures are involved. Comparisons of atmospheric profiles of SW fluxes and heating profiles against benchmark results have been left for a further study.
A preliminary example of 3-D HARMONIE-AROME experiments in a convective situation over China indicate that the results are sensitive to the calling frequency and choice of radiation parametrizations. Systematic three-dimensional experiments using the IFSRADIA, HLRADIA and ACRANEB radiation parametrizations are necessary in order to evaluate the impact of the calling frequency and properties of the radiation schemes on weather forecast. Model-observation comparisons using advanced diagnostics are needed to understand the interactions between radiative transfer and clouds and between radiation and the surface in the model and in nature.
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